AACHP invites you to attend an evening of
Continuing Professional Education
Tuesday May 28th, 2019 7.30—9.30 p.m.
VENUE: To Be Advised

RSVP aachp.inc@gmail.com by May 20th, 2019

"Transcending Trauma with the
Hypnoenergetics® Fifth Dimension Archetypes”
Presented by Peter Smith

Archetype work has been around since Carl Jung first put forward
his hypothesis of the Collective Unconscious. Hypnoenergetics 5D
offers an extension of this approach that draws on our potential
states of being that exist in a multiverse as defined by the
principles of Quantum Physics.
In 2018, Peter Smith relaunched the modality of
Hypnoenergetics, influenced by his work on Quantum
Consciousness
and
Life Between Lives
Hypnotherapy.
Hypnoenergetics 5D transcends trauma and uncovers hidden
potential, by facilitating a client to claim their highest vibration
through 5 specific Archetypes who connect with the client for
advanced healing or sharing of wisdom, beyond time and space.
Peter will discuss the background, methodology and process used
to facilitate these experiences.
Peter Smith is the creator of the Hypnoenergetics modality, the Quantum Consciousness
Experience and Founder of the Institute for Quantum Consciousness. He has written two books
“Hypnoenergetics – The Four Dimensions” (2011) and “Quantum Consciousness- Journey through
other realms” (2018) published in both English and Swedish thus far. He was president of The
Michael Newton Institute for 10 years before being appointed as Director – The Newton Legacy, a
role to ensure the integrity of the evolution of Michaels’ life’s work across 40 countries. He has
written for Nexus Magazine, Psychic News UK, The Llewellyn Publishing Journal and has a column
in The Newton Institute Research Journal. He has presented to groups all over Australia, has
done numerous radio interviews over the years and most recently was the keynote speaker at
UFO Megacon in the USA in March 2019.
This CPE Evening is $5 for AACHP members and costs $25 (payable on the evening) for non-members.
These nominal registration fees help to cover the cost of the venue hire and refreshments.

RSVP to aachp.inc@gmail.com by May 20th, 2019

